I2	GLADSTONE'S PRIME
first example of obstruction, in the modern sense, in the house of
commons; and it is worth noticing that it occurred in the very
first parliament elected on a wide franchise. The second extended
the evil much farther; and the third, as we shall see, carried it to
a crisis.
The debate in the lords also had features which pointed for-
ward. For almost the first time since 1832 the peers were brought
into naked and downright conflict with the commons by class
motives on a class issue. And in this many whigs, headed by Earl
(formerly Lord John) Russell, sided with the tories against the
liberals. The whig earl Grey and tory carl of Carnarvon made
very similar speeches. Their kernel was that the purchase system
kept officering as an occupation for gentlemen, ancl not a trade
for professional men. If it became the latter, it might menace
our go-easy oligarchic liberties; and they preferred an inefficient
army to an authoritarian state.
The royal warrant procedure, by which the lords' resistance
was outflanked, was defended by Gladstone as not involving the
Prerogative. What the queen did, he said, was to cancel the
warrant, under which purchase was legal, ancl frame a new one,
under which it was not; and this she could do, not by exercising
the Prerogative, but under statutory powers conferred by an act
of George III.1 Lord Cairns in the house of lords weightily
challenged the legality of this; and in the house of commons,
while the attorney-general (Sir R. Collier) rested the govern-
ment's action on the statute, the solicitor-general (Sir J. Cole-
ridge) relied on the Prerogative. The point is now of minor
importance, since Professor Fawcett's fear that the precedent
would be repeated and grow into a new tyranny of the Crown
over parliament, has in any case not been reul'wxl
To Cardwell and his associates the abolition of purchase was
a reform desired less for its own sake than as opening the door to
others. Partly by his series of acts, and partly by administrative
measures, he transformed the army. The main points of change
were these.	*
First he divided the business of the war department into three
sections, of which the newly subordinated command (tr-in-duef,
the surveyor-general of the ordnance, and the financial secretary
were to be the respective heads, all acting under the respon-
sibility of the secretary of state. He concentrated the three
1 49 Gco, III, c. ia6.

